OVERLAPPING CURRENCY PROBLEMS

OVERLAP PROBLEMS ARE GENERATED BY

1. LACK OF AGREEMENTS OR CONDITIONS
2. LACK OF ADHERENCE TO AGREEMENTS OR CONDITIONS
3. LACK OF CLARITY OR DETAILS ABOUT AGREEMENTS OR CONDITIONS.

POWER & SEX

PROFESSIONAL - ADVERTISING
AMATEUR - SEXUAL HARASSMENT
AMATEUR - EMPLOYMENT COERCION
AMATEUR - COERCIVE NONCONSENSUAL SEX

MONEY & SEX

PROFESSIONAL - CALL GIRL
AMATEUR - BUY GIFTS FOR FAVORS
AMATEUR - DINNER/MOVIE - EXPECT SEX
AMATEUR - GIVE SEX - EXPECT $ SUPPORT

MONEY & POWER

PROFESSIONAL - BUSINESS NEGOTIATOR
AMATEUR - "ALWAYS" PICKING UP THE TAB
AMATEUR - POSSESSIONS AS "SHOW"
AMATEUR - "NAME-DROP" POWER / $ PEOPLE

DESPERATE
REACTIVE
DEFEND
TRUST
OVER&OVER
ME-ME

AMATEUR
USE OF
PARENT
ADULT
CHILD

PROFESSIONAL
USE OF
PARENT
ADULT
CHILD

PLANNING
PROACTIVE
PROTECT
TRUST
NEXT
YOU-US